September 16, 2009

U. S. Department of Commerce
Secretary Gary Locke
1401 Constitution Avenue, N.W.
Washington, DC 20230

Dear Secretary Locke:
We are universities and university-affiliated non-profit, economic-development organizations committed to, as part of our
public mission, fostering scientific innovation, and charged with, by congressional mandate, transferring that innovation to
the commercial marketplace. Deeply invested in early-stage innovation’s unique dynamic, we are writing to share our
thoughts and concerns regarding patent-reform legislation currently before the Congress. And while some versions of the
legislation have been improved this session, additional improvements are in order to ensure that the end product avoids
adverse and disproportionately unintended harmful consequences to university technology-transfer programs that now
contribute both to our nation’s scientific leadership and to local economic development.
The two most contentious issues in the patent reform debate relate to patent damages and the expansion of administrative
challenges to patent validity through a new post-grant review process and modifications to the existing inter partes reexamination process. We believe the current Senate legislation (S. 515) resolves the damages issue wisely by its inclusion of
the so-called “gatekeeper” compromise. We urge you to support that approach. Any effort to go back to previous proposals
will, in our view, endanger the entire patent reform effort.
The provisions in the bill expanding post-grant review and inter partes re-examination provisions will have a
disproportionately adverse impact on university technology-transfer programs and the smaller technology companies they
create or license to for the commercial marketplace and for public benefit. The most troubling aspect of these post-grant
review and inter partes re-examination provisions is that, as written, they are susceptible to a high level of abusive misuse.
Scientific innovation, as distinguished from the incremental innovation practiced by many proponents of patent reform, is
often economically disruptive. Indeed, solving problems in new ways lies at the heart of technologies developed at
universities, which make them particularly susceptible to the use of delays to derail technologies that appear to threaten
competitors from established industries. Such conduct is often deemed by these business sectors as economically and legally
required. Moreover, whether or not such tactics are ever used, their mere availability is enough to deter the private investment
necessary to develop and commercialize early-stage innovation. Discussion by some of us with colleagues in the VC
community lead us to conclude that post-grant review raised uncertainty and thus reduced VC’s willingness to invest in earlystage university start-ups where there was little more than a prototype, a patent and a couple of people with an idea.
Technology-transfer programs are thus particularly vulnerable to any expanded pathways to patent ineffectiveness caused by
added costs, challenges or other delays. Specifically, the current proposed provisions will allow infringers to subject valid
patents to lengthy and repeated challenges at the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office and will authorize an increased capacity
to combine inter partes re-examinations with court-ordered stays. At some point, patents delayed are patents denied, and at
that point technology-transfer programs lose their ability to execute their public mission.
Additionally, these provisions would create a substantial risk for the Patent and Trademark Office, which, as you know, is
already under severe strain. Layering on new procedural obligations at this time seems unwise. Such action is very likely to
result in further costs and delays for patent applicants and holders, a situation that will, in particular, harm early-stage
innovation more than most others in the intellectual property community. The basic patent examination function will be
hamstrung, resulting in even longer patent pendency and lower patent quality. University technology-transfer programs
cannot thrive in such an environment. The sound and efficient operation of the Patent and Trademark Office is absolutely
critical to the successful execution of our public mission.
These concerns are not hypothetical. Firms like “Patent Assassins” market the existing re-examination procedure as a way to
“create uncertainty about a problem patent by tying it up in a long re-examination process” (see www.patentassassins.com).
And foreign intellectual property experts have publicly noted the abusive possibilities of the new proposals. For example,
writing for a Chinese IP publication, former Chinese intellectual property judge Yongshun Cheng analyzed the House-passed
bill from the last Congress as:

The newly created post-grant review procedure is alleged to provide an economic and fast way to challenge a patent
before litigation becomes necessary. However, the proposed post-grant review procedure would also enable
infringers to easily subject legitimate patents to consecutive attacks, creating much expense and uncertainty for the
patent holder and those investing in the patent holder’s business. (“The Greatest Changes in the U.S. Patent System
in the Last 50 Years,” China Intellectual Property News, November 7, 2007)
The mere possibility of such abuse will be harmful to university-based innovation, much of which is stimulated and
supported by federal and state monetary grants, then developed pursuant to the provisions of Bayh Dole, a process that has
provided a proven path to economic development and scientific progress for years, and is uniformly praised by economic
development experts and the Congress itself.
We agree on the goal of reducing the amount and cost of patent litigation. We do not believe, however, that the post-grant
and expanded inter partes provisions, as drafted, will achieve this goal. We urge you to push for improvements to these
provisions which will limit the ability of infringers to undermine the very system the legislation attempts to strengthen, a
worthy goal we strongly support.
Thank you for considering our views in this crucial matter and for your expressed interest in improving the entire patent
process. We look forward to working with you to ensure that American patent protections remain the strongest in the world.
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